A depth map upsampling method using depth local features is proposed. Depth discontinuity and depth variance are extracted from a low-resolution depth map and a colour image as the depth local features. They are incorporated into an energy function for the Markov random field (MRF)-based depth upsampling. The high-resolution depth map is obtained by optimising the energy function using belief propagation. The experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms other depth upsampling approaches in terms of the bad pixel rate.
Introduction: Three-dimensional (3D) video provides immersive sense using images from dense multiple viewpoints. However, since the capturing of the dense multiple viewpoints is difficult due to the mechanical limitation, depth maps are required to synthesise intermediate viewpoint images. Thus, acquiring high-quality depth maps is important in 3D video and related applications. In recent years, depth sensors based on the time-of-flight technique have been used to acquire the depth map of the scene. Although they generate the depth map in real-time, lowresolution output is one of the critical drawbacks. To overcome this lowresolution output, depth map upsampling methods such as filter-based [1, 2] and Markov random field (MRF)-based [3] approaches have been proposed. However, the filter-based methods can cause an oversmooth problem at the depth discontinuity regions, and also the MRF-based method can occur with error propagation during the optimisation process. In this Letter, a new depth map upsampling method to reduce such problems is presented.
Depth upsampling using the depth local features: In this Letter, a highresolution colour image, a low-resolution depth map and an upsampled depth map are denoted by I, D L and D U , respectively. Since the proposed method is based on the MRF model, an energy function E is defined as (1) . The first term represents a data term where y means each pixel in D U and z indicates the mapped pixels to I from D L . i and j represent the pixel positions. L is a set of pixels that have z i values. The second term is the smoothness term between two pixels i and j, where N(i) means four-neighbouring pixels around the ith pixel. k and w ij are the weights for the data and the smoothness terms, respectively. They control the influences of each term. By optimising (1), D U is acquired:
The proposed method extracts and utilises the depth local features to overcome the depth error problem at the depth discontinuity regions. Fig. 1 shows the procedure of the proposed method. By using I and D L , a depth discontinuity map D D is generated, and the depth variance at the ith pixel is calculated. They are incorporated into w ij as (2), where w d,ij is the depth discontinuity based colour similarity weight and w v,i is the depth variance weight: Fig. 2b , we decide whether each edge pixel is the depth discontinuity or not. For this decision, a temporarily upsampled depth map D TU of D L by bilinear interpolation is used, as shown in Fig. 2c . Then, D D is generated by applying (3) to the edge pixels in the colour edge map. In (3) , N D (i) is a rectangular window based on the ith pixel and th D is a threshold for the depth discontinuity:
Fig
By using D D , w d,ij is defined for three cases as (4) . The first case is that the ith pixel and N(i) are not related to the depth discontinuity. In this case, only the colour similarity is used to define w d,ij as Case I in (4). The second case is that the ith pixel is on the depth discontinuity, as shown in Fig. 3a . At the depth discontinuity, more neighbouring pixels are used to carefully measure the colour similarity since there are pixels with blurred colour between two different objects. As indicated in Case II in (4) and Fig. 3a , m pixels along each neighbouring direction are used. In the last case shown in Fig. 3b , the neighbour of the ith pixel is located on the depth discontinuity. To avoid the possibility that the pixels over the depth discontinuity affect the current pixel, a large constant C trunc for truncation is used as Case III in (4) to make w d,ij near to zero: 
After defining w d,ij and w v,i , E is optimised by using the belief propagation algorithm [4] and D U is generated. Since the w ij in E reflects the depth discontinuity and the depth variance to the smoothness term, the power of the influence of the smoothness term is increased in the depth homogeneous regions and decreased near the depth discontinuity regions. Also, w ij reduces the depth error near the depth discontinuity regions.
Experimental [5] . The ground-truth depth maps were downsampled by factors of 2, 4 and 8 with the nearest neighbour method. During the experiments, the parameters were fixed as follows: k = 1, th D = 6, m = 5 and C trunc = 10. The length of one side of the square windows N D and N v is (s + 1), where s means the scaling factor.
The proposed method is compared with the joint bilateral upsampling (JBU) [1] , the noise-aware filter for depth upsampling (NAFDU) [2] and the MRF-based depth upsampling [3] . Fig. 4 shows the upsampled depth maps and the error maps of 'Teddy' for the scaling factor of 4. The depth error near the depth discontinuity regions and also the depth homogeneous regions were reduced as a result of the proposed method. For an objective evaluation, the bad pixel rate (BPR) was calculated with respect to the ground-truth depth maps. The comparison results are summarised in Table 1 for each scaling factor. The proposed method provided outstanding results in terms of the BPR for all the scaling factors and all the tested images. Moreover, the BPR increment of the proposed method according to the increasing scaling factor is relatively small compared with the other methods. Conclusion: In this Letter, a depth map upsampling method using depth local features is proposed in order to generate an upsampled depth map of high-resolution. From the experimental results, it has been confirmed that the proposed method can effectively reduce the depth error and also decrease the error increment according to the increasing scaling factors compared with the other depth upsampling approaches.
